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For the past ten years, our family’s New Year’s Eve celebration has 
consisted of takeout Thai food, watching the ball drop in New York 
City and lights out by 9:30 p.m It wasn’t until recent years that 
my daughters actually realized that the ball dropping was three 

hours earlier than West Coast New Year’s Eve. Oops, just a minor mommy 
miscalculation.

This year, I am planning for my girls, 12 and 14, to experience the magic 
of New Year’s Eve. Watching the actual NYC ball drop was quickly axed when I 
thought about standing in Times Square for five hours without a bathroom nearby. 
That would require a diaper or two — not for my kids, but for me.  

That’s why we are headed to Vegas. There’s a secret that I’m going to share 
with you: the City of  Sin is quickly becoming the City of  Scrumptious. When 
the economy took a nosedive, the masterminds came together and decided to 
make Vegas a destination filled with master chefs, Broadway shows and Willy 
Wonka chocolate fountains.

The hisTory Lesson
My tween and teen are old enough to experience Vegas fireworks, intense 
snacking, and a show, but would the ‘other side’ of Vegas be too much? The 
only way to answer that question was a quick mommy dry run to Vegas. I 
hopped on a cheap flight from John Wayne Airport and checked myself  into 
the new Delano, a smoke-free suites-only hotel. The rooms are perfect for a 
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